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What’s GMB Platform?
1. Goal of GMB Platform
1.1. To go beyond the limitations of existing blockchain
and cryptocurrency, and implement blockchain and
cryptocurrency that can be used in real life
1.2. Ensuring absolute transaction processing speed and
scalability of services

1.3. Dual-Cryptocurrency system that enables everyone
to store asset values and use in real life
1.4. A blockchain platform that links services such as
travel, finance, medical, transportation, accommodation,
and entertainment

[Fig 1] GMB Ecosystem

2. GMB Coin
Dual-Cryptocurrency System – Master Coin & Branch
Coin
Master Coin
Acts as the key currency in GMB Platform, will be listed
on the International Exchange and have volatility
Branch Coin
Will be issued for each country, and the values of each
Branch Coin will be set according to the local fiat currency

GMB DEX (Decentralized Exchanges)
Exchange Master Coin and Branch Coin through GMB
DEX, our own decentralized exchange. Rates will apply
according to the market price and exchange price at the
time of exchange. Branch Coins will be exchangeable
with other Branch Coins of other countries.

[Fig 2] GMB Coin & GMB DEX
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3. Features of GMB Platform
3.1. Ensures absolute transaction processing speed and
scalability of services:
‘Mikkschain’, a high-speed blockchain solution that
combines software and hardware, achieves block
generation time of 5 seconds and transaction processing
speed of 1 million TPS
3.2. Consensus
POPS (Proof of Power Specification & Stake)
Hardware-based proof of stake consensus algorithm
Block Generation Node & Stake Participating Node =
Block Generation and Compensation

Stake Participating Nodes
After the Stake Participating Node selects one of the
block generation nodes, participation of one’s own
stakes in block generation node is allowed; therefore,
increasing block generation authority.

Block Generation Nodes
Nodes that demonstrates optimal hardware performance
is given power to generate blocks

Block Generation Authority
Block generation is done by the node with the highest
block generation authority amongst the block generation
nodes.
Block Generation Authority = (Stakes of Block Generation
Node + Stakes of Stake Participating Node) * Waiting
Time

[Fig 3] POPS Proof of Stake and Block Generation
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3.3. Governance
Through Governance, the opinions of the system
participants are introduced and collected, and the voting
for the policy decision is rewarded. This will lead to more
participation, which in turn will determine the future of

GMB Platform. Reflecting this onto the system will create
a more transparent and democratic blockchain system
that we will be able to operate.

[Fig 4] Overview of Governance
3.4. Objective Smart Contract
Smart Contracts that anyone can build and use
Smart Contracts can be built by selecting and connecting
the iconic components of the Smart Contract. Then filling

in the Smart Contract details that is desired by entering
in the conditional values for execution will complete the
process.

[Fig 5] Overview of Object Smart Contract
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4. Service Platform
4.1. GMB Platform can be applied to service platforms
in various business fields. The first step that we will
implement is to the travel business field with the creation
of TravelSpace, a travel specialized community service.
Starting with travel, we will expand to transportation,
airline, accommodation, entertainment and trade.

4.2. TravelSpace
We applied a change in the concept of travel from
‘consumption’ to ‘profit’. Travelers can register various
travel experiences, such as travelogues, photos, pictures,
videos, and etc. as travel content, and receive rewards.
Travelers will be able to use this to obtain more helpful
information on their next trip.

[Fig 6] Share Your Travel Experience with TravelSpace
Simple and Fast Exchange System
Exchanges during traveling is a necessity for everyone.
However, through the use of GMB DEX (our own
exchange), users will be able to exchange from Master
Coin to Branch Coin on the spot. Exchanges in the
system are fast and simple just as the fiat currency of the
travel destination.
Accommodation Sharing System
Apply the advantages or penalties to the actual user
for accommodation through verified information and
review.
Accommodation Sharing System with verified
information allows direct access to the use of local
accommodation or living space of local residents.

Location Based System Applied GMB Map
GMB MAP is established through the sharing of GMB
users’ travel schedules and discovery of hidden travel
destinations. By providing rewards for such information,
we share a new and richer travel experience for travelers.
Simple and Convenient
A payment system that can be used in real life designed
to be simple and convenient with constant updated and
live information and rewards.
A tour guide and companion.
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